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INTRODUCTION

This year’s exhibition catalogue features fine
selected works from our collection, paintings,
metalwork, enamels, Satsuma, studio porcelain,
lacquer, inrō and textiles.
The painting entitled Waterfall (no. 1) by Watanabe
Seitei (1851-1918) reveals the artist’s confidence
in the brush strokes expressing the momentum
of falling water in the monochrome colour scheme
which he painted at the age of fifty in 1901. The
other work, Beauty in kimono beneath a cherry
tree (no.3) painted at the age of forty-six in 1897,
capturing the lady’s momentary gesture adjusting
her obi while holding a branch of flowers. This
was highly commented on by Kaburaki Kiyokata
(1878-1972), the well known painter for his
bijin-ga (paintings of beautiful women) from
Taisho to Showa.
The metalwork box by Kajima Ikkoku II (1846-1925)
decorated with a snow scene (no. 5) appears to be
more a Japanese sumi-e painting than metalwork,
skilfully using the silver nunome-zogan technique.
The inlaid bronze panel (no. 8) depicting the scene
from the kabuki play Kumagai Jinya (Kumagai Camp
at the battle of Ichi no Tani) was exhibited by Saitō
Zenbei at the First National Industrial Exposition
in 1877 and won the second prize, hō-ō (phoenix)
medal. Saitō Zenbei was one of the successful
and ambitious commissioners in the early to
middle Meiji era; employing highly skilled artists,
he exhibited fine works of art at the national and
international exhibitions. Having worked closely
with Kiryū Koshō Kaihsa, the first trading company
founded by the Meiji government in 1873, he was
able to raise the fund loan from the government
which enabled him to produce the finest metalwork
exhibits for major exhibitions including the
Centennial Exposition Philadelphia 1876 and the
Exposition Universelle Paris 1878.
The pair of fine inlaid bronze vases (no. 9) and
the important pair of Imperial presentation inlaid
bronze vases (no. 10) were also produced by the
successful entrepreneurs and commissioners,
Inoue company of Kyoto and Kanazawa Dōki
Gaisha of Kanazawa in the early Meiji era.

Detail of no. 5
Box with shibuichi and silver
panel with snow scene

The inlaid silver and shibuichi vase with doves and
autumn leaves of exceptional quality (no. 6) was
made by one of the finest Mito School metalwork
artists Yamada Motonobu (1847-1897), which
was commissioned by another highly praised
commissioner of the Meiji era, Ōzeki company.
The company frequently exhibited extremely fine
works of art in the domestic and international

exhibitions, winning top rank prizes. The director
Ōzeki Yahei was a dealer of pipes in Tokyo during
the late Edo period under the trade name
Musashiya and worked with his brother or son
Ōzeki Sadajirō. Their success gave them an
opportunity to open a branch in Yokohama in
the late Meiji era.
The exquisite metalwork techniques applied on
works of art in the Meiji era were developed by
the sword-fittings artists during the Edo period,
who were commissioned to make the finest and
most aesthetic works for the Shōgun and the
feudal clans. The aikuchi tantō sword (no. 7)
mounted with fine fittings by Hagiya Katsuhira
(1804-1886), the master of Mito School metalwork
shows the qualities and his genius technique
achieved from years of training.
In the lacquer section, apart from the fine classic
works from Edo period (nos. 35-38) and Meiji
era (nos. 29-34), the set of lacquer writing table
and box with primroses and morning glories by
the seventh Zōhiko or Nishimura Hikobei VII of
early 20th century (no. 26) has a striking impact
applying the modern Rinpa design, showing the
movement and transition time of art and crafts
of the Taisho era, then contemporary Japan.
The writing box with a dynamic watermelon
design (no. 28) is by the rather little known artist
Yamanaga Mansui who was active during the
art and craft movement period in the early 20th
century and was honored to join the project for
the commission work, the gold lacquer cabinet as
the wedding gift for the crown price in 1924.
The exquisite cloisonné enamel tray with the
seascape at dawn by Namikawa Yasuyuki of Kyoto
(no. 18) was a later work by the artist around 1905,
creating a Japanese painting effect using less
complex wire but beautifully sculpted wires and
metals. The cloisonné enamel vase with classic
complex yūsen technique (no. 19), unsigned but
possibly attributed to Honda Yosaburō has a great
resemblance to the jar and cover donated to the
Victoria & Albert Museum in 1894.
The small section of ceramics in this catalogue,
Satsuma earthenware vases by Kinkōzan of Kyoto
(nos. 22 and 23), the celadon vase by the female
artist Suwa Sozan II (no. 24) and the underglazered vase by Makuzu Kōzan (no. 25), show the
artists’ great enthusiasm in pursuit of creating the
finest works of ceramic art, just as all the other
Japanese artists featured in this catalogue.
Tsumugi Shoji
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Unless otherwise indicated, all dimensions are given
in the orders: height, width, depth; height, width;
or height, diameter.
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WATANABE SEITEI 渡辺省亭 (1851-1918)

WATERFALL

瀑布

Ink on silk
113 × 36 cm
204 × 39 cm overall
Meiji era (1868-1912), dated 1901
A hanging scroll painting with
a waterfall, the silk mount with
stylized waves, ferns and grasses.
With tomobako.
Signed Seitei 省亭 with seals.
with inscription 辛丑肇秋
July in the year of kanoto-ushi
(Meiji 34)
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WATANABE SEITEI 渡辺省亭
(1851-1918)

WATERFALL AND CROWS AT DAWN
AND EVENING
暁鴉・瀧楓・晩鴉

三幅対掛軸

Ink and colours on silk
106.3 × 35.2 cm
197 × 49.5 cm overall
Meiji era (1868-1912), dated 1894
A set of three scroll paintings with a pair of
crows in flight at dawn, a waterfall behind
a tree branch with fresh leaves and a crow
flying toward the full moon over the clouds.
With tomobako.
Signed Seitei 省亭 with seal; with inscription
明治甲午林鐘金竜山下画省亭渡辺写 painted near
the Sensōji temple in June in the year of
kinoe-uma (Meiji 27)
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WATANABE SEITEI 渡辺省亭
(1851-1918)

BEAUTY IN KIMONO BENEATH
CHERRY TREE
桜下美人

掛軸

Ink and colours on silk
38.7 × 29.4 cm
142 × 41 cm overall
Meiji era (1868-1912), dated 1897
A hanging scroll painting of a
beauty in kimono beneath a
flowering cherry tree, holding a
branch of the tree in one hand and
adjusting her obi with the other.
With tomobako.
Signed Seitei 省亭 with seal,
with inscription 丁酉蠶月省亭
March in the year of hinoto-tori
(Meiji 30)
The tomobako with inscription
by Kaburaki Kiyokata, a leading
painter of the bijin-ga in the
Taisho and Showa eras.
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WATANABE SEITEI 渡辺省亭
(1851-1918)

MOUNT HŌRAI AND CRANES
蓬莱山飛鶴図

三幅対掛軸

Ink and colours on silk
109 × 35.2 cm
177 × 48 cm overall
Meiji era (1868-1912), circa 1900
A set of three scroll paintings with
the rising sun and Mt. Hōraisan,
a legendary mountain of eternal
life, both sides with cranes in flight
above waves. With tomobako.
Signed Seitei 省亭 with seal
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KAJIMA IKKOKU II 二代鹿島一谷 (1846-1925)

BOX WITH SHIBUICHI AND SILVER PANEL WITH SNOW SCENE
雪景色蟷螂露草図四分一銀板木枠飾箱

4.2 × 13.1 × 10.2 cm
Meiji era (1868-1912), circa 1910
A wood box inset with a shibuichi panel worked
in silver nunome-zogan with the effect of sumi-e
painting depicting mountainous landscapes
in snow, the reverse shibuichi panel decorated
in flat-inlay and katakiri-bori with a gold praying
mantis on a tsuyukusa (aslatic dayflower).

Signed Ikkoku koku 一谷刻 (carved by Ikkoku)
with seal Koku 谷, the reverse Ikkoku 一谷
in gold plaque
A work by the artist in fine nunome-zogan
technique is illustrated in The N D Khalili Collection,
Meiji no Takara, Treasures of Imperial Japan,
Metalwork vol. II, no. 133
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YAMADA MOTONOBU 山田元信 (1847-1897)
FOR ŌZEKI COMPANY 大関

INLAID SILVER AND SHIBUICHI VASE
WITH DOVES AMONGST AUTUMN LEAVES

鳩に紅葉銀杏菊梅図象嵌銀四分一花瓶

Height 28.8 cm Diameter 14.5 cm
Meiji era (1868-1912), circa 1885
An extremely fine inlaid silver and shibuichi
vase of a bulbous body with slender neck,
the body inlaid in gold, silver, shakudō,
shibuichi, copper with a group of doves,
maple and ginkgo leaves, pine needles
and corns, plum flowers and buds on
a shibuichi ground, the slightly flared silver
neck decorated in flat-inlay with sprays
of chrysanthemums beneath the pierced
lappet sections carved with the design of
overlapping chrysanthemums, maple and
ginkgo leaves, the foot inlaid with a band
of foliate motifs.
Signed on the body Bokusui atari Inshi koku
墨水邊隠子刻 (carved by Inshi at Sumidagawa
area) with gold seal Motonobu 元信; the
base with gold seal of Ōzeki sei 大関製
(made by Ōzeki)
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HAGIYA KATSUHIRA 萩谷勝平 (1804-1886)

AIKUCHI TANTŌ WITH DRAGON
雲龍に風神雷神図合口短刀

Length 45.5 cm Width 4.2 cm
Edo period (1615-1868), circa 1850
A very fine aikuchi tantō with a gold lacquer
saya decorated in different colours of lacquer
with stylized clouds, furnished with a silver and
gold kurikata carved in the form of a dragon;
the fittings skilfully inlaid in gold, silver, copper,
shibuichi and shakudō on silver ground carved
with clouds depicting Niō (temple guardians) on
kashira, Futen and Raiden (the Gods of Wind and
Thunder) on kojiri, Benten riding a gold dragon
on fuchi, a pair of menuki in the form of
Bishamon’s attendants; the shibuichi kozuka
with Bishamonten quelling an oni.
Signed Seiryōken Katsuhira 生涼軒勝平 with kakihan
Hagiya Katsuhira (1804-1886) was serving as a
sword-fittings maker for the Mito clan during Edo
period. His technique was succeed by his pupils
including Unno Shōmin (1844-1915) the master of
metalwork and Imperial Court Artist of Meiji era.

The board with a secret warning message
"He who cut a branch must also cut his finger"
written by Benkei was given to Kumagai Naozane
by Yoshitsune who wanted to rescue his enemy
Taira no Atsumori.
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SAITŌ KIYOHIRA FOR SAITŌ ZENBEI
斎藤清平 斎藤善兵衞

INLAID BRONZE PANEL WITH KABUKI
SCENE FROM KUMAGAI JINYA
熊谷陣屋図七宝象嵌ブロンズ飾額

Height 30.5 cm Width 37.7 cm
Meiji era (1868-1912), 1876
An inlaid bronze panel decorated in gold, silver,
shakudō, shibuichi with Benkei holding a board
of proclamation seated in front of Yoshitsune in
a suit of armour beside a flowering plum tree;
the flowers in gold-wire translucent cloisonné
enamel and the tree carved in shishiai-bori,
reserved within the frame with scrolling peonies
in gold wire and cloisonné enamel.
Signed on the panel Kiyohira 清平

The reverse of the panel with inscription
明治七甲戌歳発起 同九丙子歳春功成 大日本国東京住
斎藤善兵衞造之 made by Saitō

Zenbei in Tokyo of
Great Japan, started the work in the year of
kinoe-inu 7th Meiji (1874) and completed in
spring of the year hinoe-ne Meiji 9th (1876).
Exhibited and won the phoenix medal (second
prize) at the First National Industrial Exposition,
Tokyo 1877
The panel depicting one of the historical
incidents during the long battle of Genji and
Heike Clans which was adapted for the kabuki
theatre play entitled Kumagai Jinya.
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FUSAHIRO FOR INOUE COMPANY
OF KYOTO
京都井上 房寛

PAIR OF INLAID BRONZE VASES
WITH CHRYSANTHEMUMS

菊波千鳥図象嵌ブロンズ花瓶一対

Height 35.5 cm Diameter 18.8 cm
Meiji era (1868-1912), circa 1875
A pair of inlaid bronze vases of
trumpet form decorated in gold,
silver, shibuichi, shakudō and copper
takaniku-iroe-zōgan (high-relief inlay
with various colours metal) and
shishiai-bori with chrysanthemums
and butterflies on the ground chiselled
for the effect of mist, the lower border
of chidori birds above waves.
Signed on silver plaque Inoue sei
井上製 (made by Inoue) with gold seal
Fusahiro 房寛
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HIRAOKA CHŪZŌ AND YAMAKAWA TAKASHI
FOR KANAZAWA DŌKI GAISHA
金沢銅器会社

平岡忠蔵 山川孝

PAIR OF IMPERIAL PRESENTATION BRONZE VASES
御紋章付芍薬図平象嵌花瓶一対

Height including stands 47.8 cm Width 24.5 cm
Meiji era (1868-1912), circa 1880
A pair of Imperial Presentation inlaid bronze vases
set on stands worked in gold, silver, shibuichi,
shakudō and copper hira-zōgan, the upper part
depicting gold Imperial kiku-mon (chrysanthemum
family crest) between bands of diamond motifs
with stylized shishi masks and stylized archaic kirin,
the body decorated with peonies, the foot with a
lappet band with stylized waves and the sides with
hō-ō bird handles; the stands in the form of waves
inlaid in silver.
Signed on the base Kanazawa Dōki Gaisha sei
金沢銅器会社製 on one vase; Seizōnin 製造人 (makers)
Hiraoka Chūzō 平岡忠蔵 and Yamakawa Takashi
山川孝 on the other

Illustrated record of the Second National Industrial Exposition 1881

A very similar pair of vases with similar stands were
exhibited by the commissioner Marunaka Magohei
and illustrated in the Second National Industrial
Exposition, Tokyo in 1881
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ISHIKAWA KATSUNOBU
石川勝信

SILVER AND SHIBUICHI BOX
WITH CASTLE AND MT. FUJI

江戸城富士山鶴松図四分一銀箱

4.5 × 14 × 10 cm
Meiji era (1868-1912), circa 1910
A silver box inset with a shibuichi panel
finely inlaid in gold, silver, shakudō with
a view of the Edo castle with cranes in
flight above the mist, young pine trees
in front and Mt. Fuji in the distance, the
details chiselled.
Signed Katsunobu 勝信 with gold seal
Nobu 信
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KOMAI SEIBEI 駒井清兵衞

IRON BOX WITH TAKASAGO PLAY
尉と姥高砂図布目象嵌鉄地箱

3.8 × 12.2 × 8.4 cm
Meiji era (1868-1912), circa 1910

An inlaid iron box with small bracket feet decorated
in gold and silver nunome-zogan with a scene of
actors and musicians performing the traditional play
Takasago, a Japanese legend of the happily married
elderly couple, one holding a rake and the mask of
old man Jō and the other with a broom and the mask
of old lady Uba; the sides depicting sailing boats,
cranes in flight
and Mt. Fuji.
Signed on the
base in square
seal Koma 駒
of Komai Seibei
駒井清兵衞
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ICHIRYŪ TOMOYOSHI 一柳友善

INLAID SILVER AND SHIBUICHI VASE
WITH EGRETS AND CROWS
烏鷺図銀四分一花瓶

Height 26 cm Diameter 11.6 cm
Meiji era (1868-1912), circa 1910
An inlaid silver and shibuichi vase
decorated in gold, silver and shakudō
with white egrets and crows in flight,
the details in gold.
Signed Tomoyoshi 友善 with gold
flat-inlay seal of Ichiryū 一柳
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ŌTA SHUNKEI 太田春景

HAMMERED IRON PANEL WITH DRAGON
雲龍図鍛鉄板額

29.5 × 42.5 cm
59 × 72 cm including frame
Meiji era (1868-1912), circa 1910
A hammered iron panel with a dragon
emerging from clouds, the eyes in gilt.
Signed Shunkei 春景 with kakihan
Ōta Shunkei was born in Tokyo and
started to learn metalwork from
Funakoshi Shunmin (1868-1945).
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ŌSHIMA JOUN 大島如雲 (1868-1940)

BRONZE PANEL WITH CHŌKARŌ SENNIN

張果老仙人図ブロンズ額

20.3 × 25.4 cm
43 × 67 cm overall
Meiji era (1868-1912), circa 1910
A bronze panel finely cast with the
immortal Chōkarō sennin with a staff and
the double gourd carrying his magic mule,
with the original wood mount and frame.
Signed Joun saku 如雲作 (made by Joun)
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SHŌRYŪSAI CHIKATOSHI 笑龍斎親敏

BRONZE VASE WITH GOLDFISH
金魚図ブロンズ花瓶

Height 33.3 cm Diameter 13.5 cm
Meiji era (1868-1912), circa 1900 - 1910
A tall bronze sleeve vase with goldfish,
finely cast with the details chiseled to
depict the fish swimming in water, the
eyes in shibuichi and gold inlay.
Signed Shōryūsai Chikatoshi 笑龍斎親敏
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TŌKŌSAI TOSHIYOSHI 東光斎寿義

LARGE IRON PANEL WITH HAWK
AND MAGNOLIA
鷹小禽木蓮図象嵌鉄地大飾額

Height 133 cm Width 87cm with frame
Meiji period (1868-1912), circa 1875
A large inlaid iron panel of rectangular
form decorated in silver, shakudō,
gilt, copper and bronze high-relief
with a hawk perched on a flowering
magnolia branch watching a pair
of sparrows in flight below, with
original wood frame.
Signed Toshiyoshi 寿義 with seal
Tōkōsai 東光斎
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NAMIKAWA YASUYUKI 並河靖之 (1845-1927)

CLOISONNÉ ENAMEL TRAY WITH
FISHING BOAT AT DAWN
朝焼帆舟図有線七宝角皿

Height 11.8 cm Width 11.8 cm
Meiji era (1868-1912), circa 1905
A very fine cloisonné enamel square tray with
four small rounded feet worked in gold wire and
cut gold details, depicting a seascape at dawn,

a fishing boat near a stone wall by the shore
with a stone lantern, a willow tree and shrub,
the turquoise blue sea with white waves in
shaped silver wire, the sky gradually coloured
in pink behind a mountain on the horizon in
the distance; with a small border of stylized
waves and silver mount.
Signed in sculpted silver wire Kyoto Namikawa
京都並河
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CLOISONNÉ ENAMEL CHARGER
WITH DRAGON KING OF THE SEA
龍神波図有線七宝飾皿

Diameter 30.5 cm
Meiji era (1868-1912), circa 1885
A cloisonné enamel charger worked in gilt
wire depicting a fierce dragon amongst
breaking waves, representing the deity and
king of the sea Ryūjin, with the border of
stylized repeat foliate design.
Unsigned
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ATTRIBUTED TO HONDA YOSABURŌ
本田与三郎の作

CLOISONNÉ ENAMEL VASE WITH
DRAGONS AND HŌ-Ō BIRDS
龍鳳凰図有線七宝花瓶

Height 15.8 cm Diameter 9 cm
Meiji era (1868-1912), circa 1890
A cloisonné enamel vase worked in gilt wire
and decorated with two dragons respectively
worked in speckled green and brown aventurine
enamel enclosed between two geometrical
borders. The shoulder and lower part of the body
with lobed and lappet panels depicting hō-ō
birds alternating with stylized foliage. The neck
and the foot with stylized repeat foliate design.
Unsigned, attributed to Honda Yosaburō
無銘 おそらく本田与三郎の作

A jar and cover with remarkably similar design
acquired by Victoria & Albert Museum in 1894 is
illustrated in Gregory Irving, Japanese Cloisonné,
Victoria & Albert Museum, p.32, plate 32
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CLOISONNÉ ENAMEL CHARGER
WITH VIEW OF LAKE BIWA
琵琶湖風景図七宝飾大皿

Diameter 61.5 cm
Meiji era (1868-1912), circa 1895
A large cloisonné enamel charger worked in
silver wire and wireless technique with a view
of lake Biwa, hibiscus flowers in the front,
a few boats moored by the bank, a sailing
boat in the distance and some on the horizon
against the sunset sky; the border in silver

wire with various octagonal motifs with
chrysanthemums, paulownia and stylized
plant patterns; with silver rim.
Unsigned
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KINKŌZAN SŌBEI VII

七代錦光山宗兵衛

SATSUMA VASE WITH TRADITIONAL
JAPANESE SCENES

日本風景風物図薩摩焼花瓶

Height 15 cm Diameter 10 cm
Meiji era (1868-1912), circa 1900

A Satsuma earthenware vase decorated
with numerous overlapping shaped
reserves with birds and flowers, animals,
pieces of furniture, beauties, scholars,
playful children and country life scenes
enclosed in two modelled simulated
bamboo borders. The three main square
panels depicting cherry blossom viewing,
the Kiyomizu-dera gate in Kyoto and a lake
scene with people crossing a bridge. The
shoulder and lower part of the body with
bands of millefleur, the neck and the foot
with geometrical borders.
Signed Kinkōzan 錦光山 in square gilt
and impressed seals
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KINKŌZAN SŌBEI VII
七代錦光山宗兵衛

SATSUMA VASE WITH LADY
IN KIMONO WITH ATTENDANT
美人禿図薩摩焼花瓶

Height 25.2 cm Diameter 9.8 cm
Meiji era (1868-1912), circa 1900
A cylindrical Satsuma earthenware
vase depicting an evening scene
with a lady in kimono and a child
admiring evening primrose by
a leafless tree, the background
delicately painted with hills and
woods fading in the distance and
thatched roofs by a river; the upper
and lower parts with the russet
brown bands and key fret borders
with four nocturnal butterflies.
Signed in impressed seal
Kinkōzan 錦光山
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SUWA SOZAN II 二代諏訪蘇山 (1890-1977)

CELADON VASE WITH RUSSET SPLASH
飛青磁花瓶

Height 25.6 cm Diameter 14.4 cm
Taisho era (1912-1926), circa 1925
A celadon glaze porcelain vase of ovoid
body and curved neck with irregularly
splashed russet design.
Signed Sozan 蘇山 in circular seal
Sozan Torako took over the family studio
in Kyoto in 1922, she was the adopted
daughter of Imperial Court Artist Suwa
Sozan I who was known for his celadon
porcelain work.
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MIYAGAWA KŌZAN 宮川香山
(1842-1916)

UNDERGLAZE-RED PORCELAIN
VASE WITH WATER HYACINTH
釉下彩布袋葵図花瓶

Height 22 cm Diameter 12 cm
Meiji era (1868-1912), circa 1890-1895
A porcelain vase of ovoid body and slightly
opened neck decorated in underglaze-red with the
subtle design of water hyacinth enclosing stylised
waves beneath a Chinese style red flambé glaze.
Signed Makuzu-yō Kōzan sei 真葛窯香山製
(made by Kōzan of Makuzu kiln) in square seal

The first record of the development of flambé
glazes in Makuzu Kōzan studio dates from
the Paris Exposition Universelle of 1889
where he won a gold medal. His works with
further improved techniques were awarded
at the Third and Fourth National Industry
Expositions in 1890 and 1895 and at the
World’s Columbian Exhibition in Chicago
in 1893. He was appointed as an Imperial
Court Artist in 1896.
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NISHIMURA HIKOBEI OF ZŌHIKO VII
象彦七世 西村彦兵衛

A SET OF LACQUER WRITING TABLE AND BOX
WITH PRIMROSES AND MORNING GLORIES

月見草朝顔図蒔絵布地塗文台硯箱

Writing table 12.5 × 60.5 × 36.3 cm
Writing box 4.5 × 19 × 24.8 cm
Taisho era (1912-1926), 1916
A set of fine lacquer writing table and writing
box worked in gold and mother-of-pearl on a
black lacquer ground over textile, decorated in
the modern Rinpa design with evening primroses,
the reverse of writing box cover with morning
glories; with a rectangular copper water-dropper
and tomobako.
Signed Zōhiko VII 象彦七世 on tomobako
Accompanied with an inventory paper listing
joint gifts to an anonymous person from his
students on 6th May in Taisho 5 (1916).
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SADAATSU 貞篤

LACQUER POEM CARDS WITH FIVE FESTIVALS OF JAPAN
五節句蒔絵短冊額

52.5 × 71 cm overall
Meiji era (1868-1912), circa 1880
A set of five lacquer poem cards tanzaku mounted on a framed
panel decorated in polychrome lacquer with the designs
signifying annual traditional festivals in Japan: a New Year’s
decoration buriburi toy, a pair of dolls of an emperor and an
empress for Hinamatsuri in March, a samurai tachi sword for
Tango no sekku in May, Tanabata star viewing festival in July
and a water vessel for chrysanthemum festival in September.
Signed Sadaatsu 貞篤

28

YAMANAGA MANSUI 山永萬水
LACQUER WRITING BOX WITH WATERMELON
AND CRICKET
西瓜蟋蟀図蒔絵硯箱

4.3 × 22.9 × 25.9 cm
Taisho era (1912-1926), circa 1920
A lacquer writing box decorated in gold with
a stylized watermelon on a matt black ground,
the reverse in silver lacquer with a single
cricket. With a rectangular gilt water-dropper
and tomobako.

Signed Mansui 萬水
Yamanaga Mansui was one of the seven
lacquer artists chosen for producing the
presentation gold lacquer cabinet as a gift for
the crown prince, later Emperor Hirohiro, at
his wedding in Taisho 13 (1924).

29

GOLD LACQUER FAN SHAPED INCENSE BOX
蝶図扇面型金蒔絵香箱

4 × 20 × 22 cm
Meiji era (1868-1912), circa 1900
A gold lacquer fan shaped incense box with silver
frames, decorated in takamaki-e with butterflies
on an okihirame ground, the sides in silver
togidashi-maki-e with a bouquet of wild flowers
in spring, the reverse depicting cucumbers with
the vines, the interior of nashiji.
Unsigned

30

GOLD LACQUER INCENSE BOX WITH
CHERRY BLOSSOM UNDER THE MOON

月桜図金蒔絵桜型香箱

4.9 × 10.9 × 10.9 cm
Meiji era (1868-1912), circa 1900
A fine gold lacquer incense box of a cherry
blossom flower head shape decorated in
hiramaki-e, takamaki-e, togidashi-maki-e
with a flowering cherry tree and the silver
full moon over the mist, the sides with a
water stream and wild flowers in spring;
the interior of nashiji and applied with
silver rims. With tomobako.
Unsigned

31

GOLD LACQUER VASE WITH MONKEYS
GODS OF THUNDER AND WIND
猿雷神風神図金蒔絵菱形花瓶

30.7 × 19.2 × 11 cm
Meiji era (1868-1912), circa 1900
A gold lacquer vase of rhomboid
form with a flared neck decorated in
takamaki-e and hiramaki-e, the front
two sides with monkeys enjoying
dancing beneath a flower arrangement
of peony and flowering and fruiting
peach branches and some
releasing the birds from a cage;
the reverse sides with the gods
of thunder and wind playing
the drums amongst clouds;
the neck with geometric motifs
above stylized stream; with
an original wood stand with
a gold floral decoration.
With tomobako.
Unsigned

32

SHIBAYAMA YOSHIYUKI 芝山芳行

GOLD LACQUER SHIBAYAMA INCENSE CABINET
WITH FLOWERS AND BIRDS
花鳥図芝山細工金蒔絵香箪笥

11.6 × 10.5 × 14.2 cm
Meiji era (1868-1912), circa 1890
A gold lacquer Shibayama incense cabinet with
enamelled silver details, the door decorated with
a flower arrangement in a hanging basket of a
hō-ō bird form, the sides with a cockerel and hen
beneath a flowering cherry and a pair of doves
amidst flowers near the chrysanthemum fence,
the back with a pair of birds in flight amidst cherry
blossom branches; the reverse of the door in fine
togidashi-maki-e depicting a spring scene with a
butterfly and flowers by a bamboo fence beside a
water stream. The three interior drawers depicting
flowering paulownia, daffodils, a fan and cherry
branches with berries; the corners in okihirame with
silver mounts, with silver handle and knobs.
Signed Yoshiyuki 芳行 in red lacquer seal

33

GOLD LACQUER INCENSE CABINET
WITH VIEWS OF ŌMI
近江景図金蒔絵香箪笥

10.5 × 9.1 × 12.1 cm
Meiji era (1868-1912), circa 1910
A gold lacquer incense cabinet with a silver
handle containing three drawers, decorated
in hiramaki-e and togidashi-maki-e with
the scenic views of Ōmi province: the top
with the inlaid silver full moon above the
Ishiyama temple, the hinged door with the
long bridge at Seta, the sides with a single

large pine tree at Karasaki and the old harbour
at Yabase, the back with a small square temple
detached from the lake at Katata and the reverse
of the door with geese in flight above grasses;
the interior drawers with small silver knobs
depicting chrysanthemums, hō-ō birds and
paulownias on a nashiji ground. With tomobako.
Unsigned

34

GOLD LACQUER INCENSE BOX
OF OVERLAPPING TSUBA FORM
重鐔型花見獅子図金蒔絵香箱

4.9 × 11.4 × 7.5 cm
Meiji era (1868-1912), circa 1900
A gold lacquer incense box in
the form of overlapping tsuba,
finely decorated in takamaki-e,
hiramaki-e, togidashi-maki-e and
okihirame, the top with a lady
and a samurai dancing with an
entertainer at a cherry viewing
party, a pair of playful shishi;
the side with autumn flowers
and grasses by a stream;
the interior of nashiji.
Unsigned

35

GOLD LACQUER ZUSHI

菊梵字図金蒔絵香合型厨子

Height 3.5 cm Diameter 8.3 cm
Edo period (1615-1868), circa 1850
A gold lacquer circular zushi (portable shrine)
decorated in takamaki-e and hiramaki-e with
chrysanthemum flowers and hidden Sanskrit
characters, the wood interior with a finely
carved and delicately coloured seated
Buddha on each side.
Unsigned

36

LACQUER WRITING BOX WITH WILLLOW
AND LOTUS FLOWERS

37

GOLD LACQUER INCENSE BOX OF
RHOMBUS FORM WITH LANDSCAPES

柳睡蓮図蒔絵硯箱

山水撫子図菱形香箱

4.1 × 23.3 × 21.6 cm
Edo period (1615-1868), circa 1800

11.4 × 21.5 × 12.8 cm
Edo period (1615-1868), circa 1750

A black lacquer writing box, the cover in gold
and silver hiramaki-e and togidashi-maki-e
with a stylized design of a willow tree over the
river with bamboo on the bank, the interior
in gold, silver and red togidashi maki-e with
water lilies on a fine nashiji ground; with a
circular copper waterdropper and tomobako.

A fine gold lacquer box of a overlapping
rhombus form, the cover decorated in gold
and silver takamaki-e, hiramaki-e and fine
nashiji with a view of the sea and pavilions
in the distance over mountains, the side
with geometric motifs with chrysanthemum
flowerhead; inset with an interior tray
depicting pinks on a nashiji ground; the
interior of nashiji.

Unsigned

Unsigned

38

GOLD LACQUER WRITING BOX
WITH IMPERIAL OX-CART
牛車波海鳥図金蒔絵硯箱

4 × 20 × 22 cm
Edo period (1615-1868), circa 1750
A gold lacquer writing box decorated
in takamaki-e and hiramaki-e with an
Imperial ox-cart with copper wheels
on an okihirame ground; the reverse
with finely worked numerous waves
surged against rocks in the shore,
the interior with a pair of ducks, one
standing on a rock with bamboo in the
continuous waves under the stylized
clouds. With a gilt copper water-dropper
and an ink stone in gold lacquer with
chrysanthemums motif. With tomobako.
Unsigned

39

INRŌ WITH MIKAWA-MANZAI PERFORMERS

三河万歳図金蒔絵印籠

7 × 4.6 cm
Edo period (1615-1868), circa 1850
A small four-case gold lacquer inrō decorated in
takamaki-e, hiramaki-e and the details with gold
leaf with Mikawa-manzai performers celebrating
the New Year, the reverse with a New Year’s
decoration tied to a giboshi, an ornamental finial
of railing on bridges; the interior of nashiji.
Unsigned

40

SOMADA INRŌ WITH KIRIN AND PINE TREE

麒麟老松図杣田印籠

7.3 × 6 cm
Edo period (1615-1868), circa 1850
A four-case Somada lacquer inrō finely
decorated in mother-of-pearl inlay with a kirin
beneath an old pine tree, the top, base and
the sides for cords with geometric motifs;
the interior of fundame.
Unsigned

41

KAJIKAWA 梶川

INRŌ WITH LOBSTERS

伊勢海老寿菊紋図蒔絵印籠

8.6 × 5.9 cm
Edo period (1615-1868), circa 1800
A four-case lacquer inrō decorated in
takamaki-e, hiramaki-e with lobsters
and red characters Ju meaning
longevity and happiness on both
sides on a ground with gold Imperial
chrysanthemum crests; the interior
of nashiji.
Signed Kajikawa 梶川 with red pot seal

42

KOMA KYŪHAKU
古満休伯

INRŌ WITH CHŌRYŌ AND KŌSEKIKŌ
張遼黄石公図蒔絵印籠

9.5 × 7 cm
Edo period (1615-1868), circa 1860
A four-case gold lacquer inrō richly decorated
in takamaki-e, hiramaki-e and kirikane with
a Chinese legend of Chōryō and Kōsekikō ,
Chōryō on a dragon presenting a shoe to the
lord Kōsekikō on a black horse crossing the
bridge; the interior of nashiji.
Signed Koma Kyūhaku saku 古満休伯作
(made by Koma Kyūhaku)

43

SHIOMI MASANARI
塩見政誠

INRŌ WITH MONKEY AND THE YOUNG
猿親子南天図蒔絵印籠

8.5 × 6.3 cm
Edo period (1615-1868), circa 1850
A gold lacquer inrō finely and delicately
worked in togidashi-maki-e with a monkey
stroking its young by a nanten tree with
red berries; the interior of nashiji.
Signed in red lacquer Shiomi Masanari
塩見政誠

44

SHIRAI SHŌZAN

白井枩山

INRŌ WITH AUSPICIOUS PLANTS
万両万年青図蒔絵印籠

7.8 × 5.3 cm
Edo period (1615-1868), circa 1830
A three-case lacquer inrō decorated in
takamaki-e, hiramaki-e and muranashi-ji
with auspicious plants, one side with manryō
(coral berry) with berries inlaid in coral,
malachite and turquoise; the other with
omoto (rohdea japonica) with berries in coral
and malachite; the interior of nashiji.
Signed Shira Shōzan 白 枩山 with kakihan

45

HARA YŌYŪSAI 原羊遊斎

INRŌ WITH AUTUMN FLOWERS
AND FULL MOON
秋草満月図蒔絵印籠

9.3 × 5.6 cm
Edo period (1615-1868), circa 1830
A four-case gold lacquer inrō finely
decorated in togidashi-maki-e, takamaki-e
and hiramaki-e with bellflowers bush clovers,
autumn flowers with the large full moon in
the background; the interior of nashiji; with
a lacquer netsuke of a well bucket.
Signed Yōyūsai 羊遊斎

46

INRŌ WITH COMPASS WITH SHISHI
AND RICKSHAW
獅子人力車図 磁石付蒔絵印籠

7.9 × 6.6 cm
Edo period (1615-1868), circa 1830
A rare four-case lacquer inrō enclosing a compass
decorated in takamaki-e and hiramaki-e, okihirame
and mother-of-pearl inlay with a pair of shishi on
one side and a rickshaw and Chinese figures on the
other; the interior of red lacquer and nashiji.
Unsigned
Provenance: Soame Jenyns Collection

47

IWAMURA KŌSHIN 岩村光真 (1885-1945)

SMOKING SET WITH PIPE CASE
WITH AUTUMN GRASSES

秋草図煙管筒唐子壺図刺子煙草入

Pipe case 22.5 × 3.1 cm
Taisho era (1912-1926), circa 1915
Pouch 7.4 × 12 cm
Meiji era (1868-1912), circa 1910
A smoking set with a lacquered bamboo
pipe case decorated in black and gold
lacquer with autumn grasses with the
details in mother-of-pearl; the pouch in
sashiko (a type of embroidery literally little
stabs) with the story of kakaro beside a
large jar, the front metal clasp of a young
samurai leaning and reading a scroll.
Signed Kōshin 光真 on pipe case

48

YŪZEN-DYED CUT VELVET PANEL
WITH PASSAGE BY LAKESIDE

49

YŪZEN-DYED CUT VELVET PANEL
WITH MT. FUJI OVER A VILLAGE

湖畔小道風景図友禅天鵞絨額絵

茅葺家屋富士眺図友禅天鵞絨額絵

64 × 62 cm overall
Meiji era (1868-1912), circa 1900

64 × 62 cm overall
Meiji era (1868-1912), circa 1900

A yūzen-dyed cut velvet panel in
frame with a passage along the
lakeside with a pagoda in the distance.

A yūzen-dyed cut velvet panel in frame
with a village with thatched roof houses
and pine trees by a lake with a view of
Mt Fuji in the distance.

Unsigned
Unsigned

50

YŪZEN-DYED CUT VELVET PANEL
WITH MT. FUJI FROM MISHIMA
三島富士眺図友禅天鵞絨額絵

64 × 62 cm overall
Meiji era (1868-1912), circa 1900
A yūzen-dyed cut velvet panel in frame
with a view of Mt. Fuji over the bridge
in Mishima area.
Unsigned

51

EMBROIDERED PANEL
OF DRAGONS
三龍図刺繍壁掛

190.5 × 121.9 cm
Meiji era (1868-1912),
circa 1900
A silk embroidered panel
with three dragons facing
each other amidst clouds.
Unsigned

52

EMBROIDERED PANEL
WITH WATERFALL
瀑布図刺繍額絵

117 × 51 cm
141 × 74.5 cm overall
Meiji era (1868-1912),
circa 1900
A silk embroidered panel
depicting a waterfall in
autumn; with wood frame.
Unsigned

GLOSSARY
of Japanese words
fuchi 縁
collar fitted to a sword-hilt next to the guard
fundame 粉溜
use of fine gold powder in lacquer decoration
hiramaki-e 平蒔絵
in lacquer decoration, the basic form of maki-e,
in which metal powders are sprinkled onto wet
lacquer and then (usually) covered with a further
layer of transparent lacquer
hirame 平目
small flattish flakes of gold used in lacquer
decoration
hirazōgan 平象嵌
flat metal inlay
hō-ō 鳳凰
mythical bird of Chinese origin resembling a phoenix
inrō 印籠
small container of several interlocking sections,
usually lacquered, worn hanging from the waist
kakihan 書判 or kaō 花押
artist’s cursive monogram
kashira 頭
pommel fitted to the end of a sword hilt
katakiri-bori 片切彫り
in metal technique, using an angled chisel to
achieve lines as brush strokes
kirikane or kirigane 切金
in lacquer decoration, often also written kirigane;
small squares of gold or silver foil
kojiri 鐺
piece fitted to the butt of a scabbard
koshirae 拵え
scabbard or sheath for sword blade
kozuka 小柄
handle of a small knife accompanied on the
side of sword
kurikata or kurigata 栗型
sword mounting, knob on the side of saya
for attaching cord
maki-e 蒔絵
general term for lacquer decoration using particles
of gold and silver sprinkled onto damp lacquer

menuki 目貫
sword mounting, ornaments to hide small peg
for securing position of blade
nashiji 梨地
in lacquer decoration, irregularly-shaped flakes
of gold suspended in clear or yellowish lacquer
nunome-zōgan 布目象嵌
damascening technique in which gold, silver, and
other metals are hammered onto a key previously
scratched into a harder base metal, usually iron
okihirame or okibirame

置平目

in lacquer decoration, hirame individually
positioned using a wooden skewer
saya 鞘
scabbard for sword
shakudō 赤銅
alloy primarily of copper with a small percentage
of gold, patinated to a dark blue-black colour
shibuichi 四分一
‘one part in four’, alloy primarily of copper and
silver, patinated to a dull grey-green colour

shishi 獅子
mythical creature similar to a lion
shishiai-bori

肉合彫

in metal technique, carving the outline and design
below the surface and decorate in low relief

sumi-e 墨絵
type of blush painting using black ink
takamaki-e 高蒔絵
in lacquer decoration, a form of maki-e in which
lacquer is built up in high relief either by applying
many layers or by mixing the lacquer with
powdered charcoal or clay
takaniku-iroe-zogan 高肉色絵象嵌

in metal technique, raised inlay using various
metal colours
togidashi-maki-e 研出蒔絵
in lacquer decoration, a form of maki-e in which
a completed hiramaki-e design is covered with
several further layers of lacquer; when these
layers are polished away the design reappears,
flush with the new ground
tsuba 鐔
hand guard for sword
yūsen 有線
cloisonné enamel with wires

Detail of no. 36
Interior lid of lacquer writing box
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